
Kindergarten Report Card TEacher Rubric 2011-2012

Number Sense and 

Operations

Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Counts up to 30 objects (MKN1, a) Counts  less than or up to 10 

objects. 

Counts between 10 and 20, or up to 

20 objects.  

Consistently and 

independently counts 30 

objects.

Consistently and independently 

counts more than 30 objects. 

Observation, GKIDS

Produces models for number words through 

10 (MKN1, b)

Produces models for less than 

5 number words, zero through 

ten.  

Produces models for between 5 and 

10 number words, zero through ten.

Consistently and 

independently produces 

models for number words 

zero through ten.

Consistently and independently 

produces models for number 

words beyond 10. 

Observation, GKIDS, math journal

Writes numerals through 20 to label sets 

(MKN1, c)

Writes numerals to label 0-5 

sets of objects, 0-20

Writes numerals to label between 6-

15 sets of objects, 0-20. 

Consistently and 

independently writes 

numerals to label all sets 

of objects, 0-20

Consistently and independently 

counts and writes numerals to 

label sets of objects to 20 and 

beyond. (Please indicate highest 

number of objects counted and 

labeled (beyond 20) on report 

card.)

GKIDS, math journal

Sequences and identifies ordinal numbers 

(1st-10th) (MKN1, d)

Sequences and identifies 0-5 

ordinal numbers.  

Sequences and identifies between 6 

and 10 ordinal numbers.

Consistently  and 

independently sequences 

and ordinal numbers 1st - 

10th. 

Consistently and independently 

sequences and identifies ordinal 

numbers 1st-10th and beyond. 

(Please indicate highest ordinal 

number sequenced and 

identified on report card)

Observation, GKIDS

Mathematics 
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Number Sense and 

Operations

Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Demonstrates understanding of more than, 

fewer, and equal (MKNI, e)

Demonstrates understanding 

of one of the following: more 

than, fewer, or equal. 

Demonstrates understanding of two 

of the following: more than, fewer, or 

equal. 

Demonstrates 

understanding of all of 

the following: more than, 

fewer, or equal. 

N/A Observation, GKIDS, math journal

Estimates quantities using 5 and 10 as a 

benchmark (MKN1, f)

Does not understand number in 

relationship to 5-10, or can 

describe fewer than, or up to 3 

numbers in relationship to 5 

and 10.  

Can describe between 4 and 7 

numbers in relationship to 5 and 10. 

Consistently and 

independently describes 

all numerals, 0-9, in 

relationship to 5 and 10. 

Consistently and independently 

describes all numerals, 0-9, in 

relationship to 10, and can 

describe 2-digit numbers in 

relationship to nearest 5 and 

10.  (ie, 13 is two away from 15, 

and 3 away from 10.)                  

Observation, GKIDS, math journal

Uses informal strategies to share objects 

equally between 2 or 3 people or sets 

(MKN1, g)

Cannot share objects equally 

between 2 or 3 people or sets. 

Shares objects equally between 2 

people or 2 sets. 

Consistently and 

independently uses 

informal strategies to 

share objects equally 

(divide) between two to 

three people or sets. 

Consistently and independently 

uses informal strategies to 

share objects equally (divide) 

between more than three people 

or sets. 

GKIDS, Observation, math journal
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Number Sense and 

Operations

Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Identifies by name and value: penny, nickel, 

dime, and quarter, counts pennies to 30,  

and makes fair  trades using pennies and 

nickels and pennies and dimes.(MKN1, h, I, 

j)

Can name and give value of 1 

coin. Counts pennies less 

than/up to 10, Cannot make 

fair trades or can trade 5 

pennies for a nickel or ten 

pennies for a dime. 

Can name and give value of 2 or 3 

coins. Counts pennies less than/up to 

20, Can trade 10-15 pennies for 2-3 

nickels or 10-20 pennies for 1-2 

dimes. 

Can name and give value 

of  4 coins. Counts 

pennies up to 30, Can 

trade 30 pennies for 6 

nickels and  30 pennies 

for 3 dimes. 

Can do all of Meets, and 

additionally can do one or more 

of the following: Can name and 

give value of 4 coins and half 

dollar or dollar bill. Counts 

pennies beyond 30. Can trade 

more than 30 pennies for 

correct number of nickels,  

and/or more than 30 pennies 

for correct number of dimes, or 

trades 30 or more pennies for 

combinations of nickels and 

dimes. 

GKIDS, observation
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Number Sense and 

Operations

Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Models addition and subtraction problems 

(MKN2 a, b, c)

Does not do any of the 

following or does only one of 

the following to model addition 

and subtraction:        1. Use 

counting strategies to find out 

how many items are in two sets 

when they are combined, 

separated, or compared                                             

2. Build number combinations 

up to 10                                                                    

3. Use objects, pictures, 

numbers, or words to create, 

solve and explain story 

problems for two numbers that 

are each less than 10.

Does two of the following as needed 

to model addition and subtraction:                                           

1. Use counting strategies to find out 

how many items are in two sets when 

they are combined, separated, or 

compared                                             

2. Build number combinations up to 10                                                                    

3. Use objects, pictures, numbers, or 

words to create, solve and explain 

story problems for two numbers that 

are each less than 10.

Consistently,  

independently, uses all of 

the following as needed 

to model addition and 

subtraction:                      

1. Use counting 

strategies to find out 

how many items are in 

two sets when they are 

combined, separated, or 

compared                                             

2. Build number 

combinations up to 10                                                                    

3. Use objects, pictures, 

numbers, or words to 

create, solve and explain 

story problems for two 

numbers that are each 

less than 10.                       

Consistently and independently 

uses all of the following as 

needed to model addition and 

subtraction:  1. Uses counting 

strategies to find out how many 

items are in more than 2 sets 

when they are combined, 

separated or compared. 2. 

Builds number combinations to 

ten and beyond. 3. Uses 

objects, pictures, numbers, or 

words to create, solve and 

explain story problems for  two 

or more numbers that are each 

more than 10. 

GKIDS, observation, math journal
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Measurement Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence
Compare and orders objects by attributes 

(MKM1 a,b,c,d)

Does none or one of the 

following:  A. Compare and 

order objects on the basis of 

length                                 B. 

Compare and order objects on 

the basics of capacity                                  

C. Compare and order objects 

on the basis of height                                         

D. Compare and order objects 

on the basis of weight

Does 2 to 3 of the following:             

A. Compare and order objects on the 

basis of length                                 

B. Compare and order objects on the 

basics of capacity C. Compare and 

order objects on the basis of height 

D. Compare and order objects on the 

basis of weight

Consistently and 

independently does all of 

the following:                     

A. Compare and order 

objects on the basis of 

length B. Compare and 

order objects on the 

basics of capacity C. 

Compare and order 

objects on the basis of 

height D. Compare and 

order objects on the 

basis of weight

Does all of Meets and 

additionally: consistently and 

independently uses standard or 

non-standard units to measure 

objects. 

Observation, GKIDS

Understands measurement of calendar 

time(MKM2 a,b,c)

Does not know the names of 

the days of the week, 

understand yesterday, today 

and tomorrow, know the 

months of the year, know the 

four seasons

Knows some of the names of the days 

of the week,   understands some of 

yesterday, today and tomorrow, 

knows some of the months of the 

year, knows the four seasons.  ( If a 

child knows all of one to three of 

these four concepts, but not all of 

each of these concepts, then they 

are progressing)

Consistently and 

independently  knows the 

names of the days of the 

week, as well as 

understands yesterday, 

today and tomorrow, 

knows the months of the 

year,  and knows the four 

seasons

Consistently and independently 

determines the day, date, and 

season. 

 Observation, GKIDS

Tells time as it relates to a daily schedule 

(MKM3, a, b, c)

Can do none or one of the 

following: Order daily events, 

tell the time when daily events 

occur, such as morning, 

afternoon and evening, know 

the name of the day of the 

week when weekly events occur 

in class.

Can do 2 of the following: Order daily 

events, tell the time when daily 

events occur, such as morning, 

afternoon and evening, know the 

name of the day of the week when 

weekly events occur in class.

Can do all of the 

following: Order daily 

events, tell the time 

when daily events occur, 

such as morning, 

afternoon and evening, 

know the name of the day 

of the week when weekly 

events occur in class.

Does all of Meets, and 

additionally: consistently and 

independently tells  time to the 

hour and 1/2 hour using a 

conventional clock

Observation, GKIDS
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Geometry Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence
Recognizes, names, represents, and 

combines shapes (MKG1 a,b,d,e)

Does none or does some or all 

of one of the following: A. 

Recognize and name the 

following basic two-dimensional 

figures: triangles, 

quadrilaterals (rectangles, 

squares) and circles B. 

Recognize and name the 

following three-dimensional 

figures: spheres and cubes. C. 

Observe concrete objects in 

the environment and represent 

the object using basic shapes 

D. Combine basic figures to 

form other basic and complex 

figures into basic figures; 

decompose basic and complex 

figures into basic figures E. 

Compare geometric shapes and 

identify similarities and 

differences of the following 

two and three-dimensional 

shapes: triangles, rectangles, 

squares, circles, spheres and 

cubes.  (If a child does some of 

all of these concepts, but not 

all of at least 2, they are 

emergent)                                              

Does all of between 2 and 4 of the 

following: A. Recognize and name the 

following basic two-dimensional 

figures: triangles, quadrilaterals 

(rectangles, squares) and circles B. 

Recognize and name the following 

three-dimensional figures: spheres 

and cubes. C. Observe concrete 

objects in the environment and 

represent the object using basic 

shapes D. Combine basic figures to 

form other basic and complex figures 

into basic figures; decompose basic 

and complex figures into basic 

figures E. Compare geometric shapes 

and identify similarities and 

differences of the following two and 

three-dimensional shapes: triangles, 

rectangles, squares, circles, spheres 

and cubes.                                               

Does all of the following: 

A. Recognizes and names 

the following basic two-

dimensional figures: 

triangles, quadrilaterals 

(rectangles, squares) and 

circles B. Recognizes and 

names the following 

three-dimensional 

figures: spheres and 

cubes. C. Observes 

concrete objects in the 

environment and 

represents the object 

using basic shapes D. 

Combines basic figures to 

form other basic and 

complex figures into 

basic figures; 

decomposes basic and 

complex figures into 

basic figures E. Compares 

geometric shapes and 

identifies similarities and 

differences of the 

following two and three-

dimensional shapes: 

triangles, rectangles, 

squares, circles, spheres 

and cubes.                                                  

Consistently and independently 

recognizes and names 2 & 3 

dimensional shapes (pentagons, 

hexagons, cylinders, cones, 

rectangular prisms), and or 

attributes of shapes (edges, 

faces, vertices (corners))

 Observation, GKIDS, math journal
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Geometry Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Identifies positional relationships (MKG2 

a,b)

Identifies between 0 and 3 of 

the following:  A. When an 

objects is beside another 

object, above another object, 

or below another object or B. 

Identify when an object is in 

front of another object, 

behind another object, inside 

another object, or outside it.

Identifies between 4 and 6 of the 

following:  A. When an objects is 

beside another object, above another 

object, or below another object or B. 

Identify when an object is in front of 

another object, behind another 

object, inside another object, or 

outside it.

Consistently and 

independently identifies 

all of the following: A. 

When an objects is 

beside another object, 

above another object, or 

below another object or 

B. Identify when an 

object is in front of 

another object, behind 

another object, inside 

another object, or 

outside it.

N/A GKIDS, observation, math journal
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Geometry Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence
Identifies, creates, extends and transfers 

patterns (MKG3)

Does none or one of the 

following: A. Identify missing 

elements within a given pattern 

B. Extend a given pattern and 

recognize similarities in 

different patterns C. Create a 

pattern in a different context 

with attributes similar to a 

given pattern

Does 2 of the following: A. Identify 

missing elements within a given 

pattern B. Extend a given pattern and 

recognize similarities in different 

patterns C. Create a pattern in a 

different context with attributes 

similar to a given pattern

Does all of the following: 

A. Identifies missing 

elements within a given 

pattern B. Extends a 

given pattern and 

recognize similarities in 

different patterns C. 

Creates a pattern in a 

different context with 

attributes similar to a 

given pattern

Does all of meets, and   

independently creates a variety 

of complex patterns using 

multiple attributes (size, color, 

height, volume, action, shape, 

texture, number)

GKIDS, observation, math journal

Data Analysis and 

Probability

Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Comments/Evidence

Poses questions and gathers data (MKD1) Does none or one of the 

following:  collect, organize or 

record data,  display results on 

a graph using objects, pictures 

and picture graphs.

Can do two of the following: collect, 

organize or record data,  display 

results on a graph using objects, 

pictures and picture graphs.

Consistently and 

independently poses 

information questions, 

collects data, organizes 

and records results using 

objects, pictures and 

picture graphs

Consistently and independently 

gathers data, creates tables 

and graphs, and interprets 

them. 

GKIDS, observation, class or student 

created graphs, math journals
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Process Standards Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Evidence/Notes
Solves problems, reasons, evaluates, and 

communicates mathematically. (M1P1 -3)

Can do none or one of the 

following: Build new 

mathematical knowledge 

through problem solving. Solve 

problems that arise in 

mathematics and in other 

contexts. Apply and adapts a 

variety of appropriate 

strategies to solve problems. 

Monitor and reflects on the 

process of mathematical 

problem solving. Reason and 

evaluate mathematical 

arguments. Communicate 

mathematical thinking clearly 

and coherently to peers, 

teachers, and others. Evaluate 

the mathematical thinking of 

others. Use the language of 

mathematics to express ideas 

precisely.

Can do two or more but not all of the 

following: Build new mathematical 

knowledge through problem solving. 

Solve problems that arise in 

mathematics and in other contexts. 

Apply and adapts a variety of 

appropriate strategies to solve 

problems. Monitor and reflects on 

the process of mathematical problem 

solving. Reason and evaluate 

mathematical arguments. 

Communicate mathematical thinking 

clearly and coherently to peers, 

teachers, and others. Evaluate the 

mathematical thinking of others. Use 

the language of mathematics to 

express ideas precisely.

Consistently and 

independently does all of 

the following: Builds new 

mathematical knowledge 

through problem solving. 

Solves problems that 

arise in mathematics and 

in other contexts. 

Applies and adapts a 

variety of appropriate 

strategies to solve 

problems. Monitors and 

reflects on the process 

of mathematical problem 

solving. Reasons and 

evaluates mathematical 

arguments. Communicates 

mathematical thinking 

clearly and coherently to 

peers, teachers, and 

others. Evaluates the 

mathematical thinking of 

others. Uses the 

language of mathematics 

to express ideas 

precisely.

Consistently and independently 

does all of Meets and explains 

to another how to do some or all 

of these. 

 Exemplars, DOE Framework Tasks or 

Units; VandeWalle text (State's 

Reference Text), math journal
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Process Standards Emerging (1) Progressing (2) Meets (3) Exceeds (4) Evidence/Notes
Makes mathematical connections within 

mathematics and to other disciplines 

(M1P4)

Can do none or one of the 

following: Recognize and use 

connections among 

mathematical ideas. 

Understand how mathematical 

ideas interconnect and build on 

one another to produce a 

coherent whole. Recognize and 

apply mathematics in contexts 

outside of mathematics. 

Can do two or more, but not all of the following: 

Recognize and use connections among 

mathematical ideas. Understand how 

mathematical ideas interconnect and build on 

one another to produce a coherent whole. 

Recognize and apply mathematics in contexts 

outside of mathematics. 

Consistently and 

independently does all of 

the following: Recognizes 

and uses connections 

among mathematical 

ideas. Understands how 

mathematical ideas 

interconnect and build on 

one another to produce a 

coherent whole. 

Recognizes and applies 

mathematics in contexts 

outside of mathematics. 

Can do all of Meets, and can 

explain to another how to make 

mathematical connections. 

 Exemplars, DOE Framework Tasks or 

Units; VandeWalle text (State's 

Reference Text), math journal

Represents mathematics in multiple ways 

(M1P5) 

Can do none or one of the 

following: Create and use  

representations to organize, 

record, and communicate 

mathematical ideas. Select, 

apply, and translate among 

mathematical representations 

to solve problems. Use 

representations to model and 

interpret physical, social, and 

mathematical phenomena. 

Can do two or more but not all  of the 

following: Create and use  

representations to organize, record, 

and communicate mathematical ideas. 

Select, apply, and translate among 

mathematical representations to 

solve problems. Use representations 

to model and interpret physical, 

social, and mathematical phenomena. 

Can  consistently and 

independently do all  of 

the following: Create and 

use  representations to 

organize, record, and 

communicate 

mathematical ideas. 

Select, apply, and 

translate among 

mathematical 

representations to solve 

problems. Use 

representations to model 

and interpret physical, 

social, and mathematical 

phenomena. 

Can do all of Meets, and can 

explain to another how to 

represent mathematics in 

multiple ways. 

 Exemplars, DOE Framework Tasks or 

Units; VandeWalle text (State's 

Reference Text), math journal
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